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Five administrators receive pay raises
BOT wants to keep tuition at present level
by Cohn Strainge
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees unanimously voted to try to
hold tuition at present levels at their
Sept. 24 meeting at the University of
Maine at Fork Kent.
At the urging of Trustee Severin
Beliveau the EIDT removed a 6 percent
tuition inueass from the universtiy
operating budget for the next fiscal
biennium.
"I want to make damn certain that
we are not locked into a tuition increase.
I'd rather try to get it (the total budget)
from the legislature first," Beliveau
said„
The report also says it is probably not
possible or proper to implement system-
wide course description conformity.
Trustee Francis Brown said, "This
has been called a can of worms but be
that as it may it is the law of the
land."
To show intent to comply with the law,
the Bat approved development of the
uniform descriptions for basic (100 level)
courses
"It is going to take t min
we can find to implement this uniform
description law," Brown said.
The BOT voted unamimously to ac-
cept salary adjustments for Thomas
Aceto, Kenneth Allen, Alden Stuart,
Dwig,ht Rideout and Charles Rauch who
"I want to make damn certain we are not
locked into a tuition increase."
—Severin Beliveau, BOT member
If the legislature refuses to appropriate
the total budget increases of SI2.4
million in 1986 and $16.4 million in 1987
the BOT could then consider tuition in-
creases, he said.
The BOT received a report on the im-
plementation of uniform course nunber-
ing and uniform course descriptions.
In April 1983 the legislature passed a
law calling for uniform course descrip-
tions and establishing a committee to
study the problem of system-wide course
-uuiformity.
The committee report said uniform
course numbering will be fully im-
plemented by the end of the fall semester
1984.
have been appointed to new ad-
ministrative positions under President
Arthur Johnson.
A new smoke:lire alarm system for
Hilltop Complex was approved at a cost
of $85,000.
A job sharing policy was adopted to
accommodate a husband/wife team
hired at UMO.
Professors John Tjepkema and
Christa R. Schwintzer have been hired
as a team to fill a single teaching posi-
tion in the biology department.
"There are some problems (with job
sharing), but the advantages out weigh
those:' Trustee Dr. Alan M. Elkins said.
Library's third floor
to get final furnishings
by Suzanna Mitchell Donovan
Staff wr
After eight years of remaining un-
finished, the newer section of the third
floor of Fogler Library will receive about
$500,000 worth of work and furnishings
this semester.
Tom Cole, director of facilities
management, said the budget for the
project is very close to a half a million
dollars, and that a great deal of the pro-
ject will involve furnishings.
Cole said the contracts for furnishing,
painting, carpeting, wall and electrical
work will be bidding this week.
"We anticipate finishing the work
during the month of December," he
said.
Richard Eustis, UMaine associate vice
chancellor for facilities, said money for
the project is coming from a fund of
$500,000 which was set aside at the time
of rapid fuel oil price increases. It was
meant for a possible conversiot of the
UMO steam plant from oil to another,
less expensive, fuel source.
Eustis said when fuel prices leveled off
and even dropped, it was decided "any
conversion of fuels at the plant would
not be economical at this time."
He said there was not another project,
other than finishing the third floor of
the library, that had higher priority, so
the money was allocated for that.
Elaine Albright, director ot'iibiaccs
at Fogler, said more than 200 study car-
rels with acoustic panels to keep sound
dawn will be put on the third floor.
"Students have asked for a quiet
study area," she said, "so this is in
response to student needs."
Albright said the area will be
designated a quiet zone, but there will
be no library staff to enforce it. "We will
expect the students to police the area
themselves," she said.
There will be two types of study car-
rels. Albright said. One is a graduate stu-
dent carrel which has a slightly larger
work surface than the undergraduate
carrels, but what really sets it apart is
that it has a locker attached to it.
The graduate carrels will be assigned
to specific graduate students, but when
the student is not using it,
undergraduates may utilize the space.
However, Albright said, the graduate
student that it is assigned to, has priority.
Undergraduate carrels will also be
available that are a little smaller and have
a shelf in,stead of a locker.
Albright said study tables like the ones
on the third floor now will also be in-
cluded in the area, in addition to lounge-
type seating for students who prefer that
way of studying.
Under the job sharing program both
people receive one half of the benefits
and pay of the single position.
A UMO student, Christopher E.
Bradley and a University of Maine at
Augusta student, Robert Sezak, were ap-
pionted as student collective bargaining
representatives. They will meet the
negotiating teams and add student input
to the bargaining process.
Construction on Fogler Library's front steps. (Valenti pbot
ol
Paved ramp will replace
majority of library's steps
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
The Bugler Library steps are
getting a new look at a cost of
about $30,000, said the
superintendent of grounds and
services.
Peter Dufour said if all the
old steps were taken out and
replaced as is the cost would be
up around $500,000. An alter-
native design has been planned
at a lower cost.
A permanent ramp will
replace the weather-beaten front
lower steps and the upper steps
will be reset. Assistant Director
of Engineering Services Donald
Nelson said the black paved
walks will angle up to the front
of the library from the
southeast and southwest cor-
ners. ,.
The upper deck immediate-
ly in front of the doors will be
taken out and replaced with
temporary "paver brick, "
(light bricks in sand), until a
future date when the surface
will be refurbished.
"With the 'paver brick' we
will be able to lift out the bricks
and reuse them somewhere else
on campus," Dufour said.
The concrete existing, on the
steps now poses a "safety pro-
blem," Dufour said. The
stone has deteriorated from salt
erosion and frost. Dufour said
this new design will be less ex-
pensive in the long run and
easier to maintain.
Both Dufour and Nelson ex-
pect the project to be finished
right before Homecoming. The
work crew is completely campus
manpower. Nelson skid the
funds have been made available
through the Office of Facilitiefs
Management.
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by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
Lorraine Muffuletto, 407 An-
droscoggin Hall, was charged
with altering her birthday on
her identification.
Muffuletto was apprehensled
while allegedly drinking beer at
the Bears' Den at 9 p.m., Sept.
20.
The incident will be sent to
the conduct officer.
A Hitchner Hall employee
reported the theft of a ram from
the pen inside Smith Farm
Barn.
The rain was in the pen at ap-
proximately 6 p.m., on Sept. 20,
-and was noticed missing at 7
p.m., Sept. 21.
The estimated value of the
ram is $250.
Robert A. Tanguay II, 208
York Hall, was issued a sum-
mons for operating a motor
vehicle over the posted speed
limit at 5 p.m., on Sept. 21 on
Long Road.
Tanguay was clocked at 37
miles per hour in a 20 mile per
hour zone.
Daniel McDonough, Ill
Stodder Hall, was arrested on a
charge of operating a motor
vehicle while under the in-
fluence of intoxicating alcohol
at 1:17 a.m., Sept. 21 on Range-
ly Road.
* Police Blotter *
McDonough registered .12 on
the intoxibzer.
Scott P. Sanford, Delta Tau
Delta, was issued a summons at
3:40 p.m., Sept. 21, for
operating a motor vehicle above
the posted speed limit on
Flagstaff Road.
Sanford was recorded as go-
ing 34 miles per hour in a 20
mile per hour zone.
A Gannett Hall resident
reported unknown subject(s)
broke into his car and stole a
booster from his radio (valued
at $50) and a tool box full of
tools (valued at $250) between
9 p.m., Sept 21 and 10 p.m.,
SCS, 22.
The resident reported his car
was parked directly across from
Gannett Hall.
A Hitchner Hall employee
reported that unknown per-
son(s) cut the fence in two
places on the cattle stockade on
Allagash Road between 3 p.m.,
Sept. 21 and 9 p.m.,Sept. 22.
Reporting Officer, William
L. Laughlin, said, "some heifers
got out, but all were accounted
for."
Laughlin later reported at
2:25 p.m., Sept. 22, some
unknown persons again cut the
fence, and the cattle were herd-
ed back in.
Carolyn Jean Francis, 15
York Village, was issued a sum-
mons for failure to stop for a
stop sign.
Francis was stopped at 7:50
a.m., on the corner of Sebago
and Belgrade Roads.
Michael G. Daughan, 416
Chadbourne Hall, was arrested
on a charge of criminal trespass
at the police and safety building
at 1:56 a.m., Sept. 22.
Glen D. Reed, 108 Somerset
Hall, was issued a criminal
summons on 4 charge of
criminal mischief for allegedly
driving into the side of the corn
field in back of the Public In-
formation and Central Services
The estimated damage caus-
ed by the incident is 1250.
On Sept. 23, Reed signed a
statement admitting having
driven through the side of the
field.
Three Alpha Gamma Rho
residents reported thefts from
their rooms between the hours •
of 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., Sept. 22.
One resident reported the
theft of his camera and lens
valued at $600 and his wallet
which he said he was holding in
cash.
Another resident reported the
theft of $25 in cash from his
wallet which was in his room.
The other resident reported
$40 was missing from his room.
On Sept. 22, two York Village
residents reported thefts from
their apartment.
One resident reported the
theft of two pairs of sneakers
with a total value of $80.
Another resident reported the .
theft of his AM/FM radio
cassette recorder valued at $200,
Both .residents are froth the
same apartment.
Edward A. Garcia, Phi
pa Sigma, will go to the conduct
officer on a theft charge for
allegedly attempting to steal a
LIMO Parents' and Friends'
banner at the end of Munson
Road at 10:18 p.m., Sept. 22.
The estimated damage done
to the rope holding the banner
n $100. while the recovered ban-
ner is valued at $200.
EMMC nurses still on job,
threat of strike still in air
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WILL BE THERE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS
AUGUSTA (AP) — The Maine State
Nurses Association has defused the
threat of a strike Monday at Eastern
Maine Medical Center. It will recom-
mend acceptance of a federal mediator's
proposed settlement.
The announcement came hours after
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan pleaded with
the union and officials for EMMC to
"carefully consider the mediator's
contract proposal.
The union's chief negotiator, Polly
Campbell said that union leaders would
recommend that the rank and file ac-
cept the mediator's recommendations.
+ +
+ +
MEDITATION
Classifieds
Babysittertsi wanted for I year old, most
drys 10-3. Rembie hours. Two mass from
campus. Nor place. nice Ind 866-3448
Slit available 1-6e4roorn efficiency apart.
ments. Call 866-4538 or 947. 1271
8360 Weekly,Up Mailing Cirmilms! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush
self-addressed stamped envelope: Division
Headquarter, Bus 464 CPA', Ykiodstock..
IL 60098.
For Quick Sale-I973 Pontiac Ventura-
Good condition, blue mterior. AM-FM
cmsettn new tires. 73,000 mi., 81600.,
runs like • charm. Call Erik at 827-6047.
MEN part tirne to do phystcal work - ham-
mering, helping. sawing. etc . Hoy III
Searsport. ME. 04974.
Clothe& we 11.50 to, the fint Imenty ismds and
10 ores Mr each adddional sue, per day
She said the ntrses:Nould vote Monday,
and that a strike had been called al- for
that day.
Mediator John laPoint said tItunion
was recorifikending acceptance with
reservations on isssues related to union
security, compensation for negotiators
and on Pay in one stage.
In a prepared statement. Brennan ask-
ed both sides to "weigh their special
responsibility to the people and patients,
and think carefully about the conse-
quences of a strike. "
Local 1 of the Maine State Nurses
Association represents 460 registered
nurses at EM'v1C. They have been
without a contract since June I. The
union had told EMMC officials it would
strike Monday if an agreement was not
reached before then.
(see EMMC page 21,
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State Personnel Commissioner David
W. Justin, who was involved in weekend
talks, said LaPoint's proposal "has the
makings of an agreement" but, "there
are parts of it both sides will not
like."
LaPoint said his recommendation
"cuts through sensitive issues. It sure
leaves neither party overjoyed, but that's
it." It would cover from July 1, 1984
through Sept.1, 1986.
a professidn,
by Ron Gabriel
Staff Writer
Kruzer, a Lewiston based rock group
with three UMO graduates, released a 45
rpm recording in early September as an
introduction to a debut album to be
released in 1985.
Jeanne Martin, a vocalist in the group,
graduated in 1974 with a bachelor's
degree in home economics. She said the
band's original intent was to play only
on the weekends, but as the group
developed artistically, its ambitions also
increased.
"We finally realized in 1983 that all of
us truly loved music and wanted to pur-
sue it as a career," she said. "Because
of that fact and, in turn, realizing we do
"f.'have the talent, we have committed
ourselves to pursuing music with a con-
centrated effort!'
Gary Dow, the band's drummer who
graduated in 1976 with a bachelor's
degree in business administration, is a
project manager for a construction
management firm during time not spent
with the band.
"It's like .1 have two full-time jobs, but
it's really hard to break away until the
time comes to do that:' he said.
The band produced the first record
themselves, and recorded it at EAB
Studios in Lewiston on the Mega
Records label.
Martin said the band started the Mega
Records Co. to make Kruzer a "familiar-
entity" in Maine, and to promote other
bancTscin the future.
"We are building it up so once Kruzer
is where we want it to be, we'll take on
other bands',' she said. "We want to
become a very prominent record com-
pany in Maine!'
Kruzer is aiming for statewide and na-
tional recognition, while Mega Records
"wants to foster a creative and artistic
environment" in Maine, Dow said.
The band may release another single
prior to the release of their debut album
in 1985, Martin said. "We are compos-
ing so many songs at this point, it's hard
to say which ones will be released next.
But I can tell you that Kruzer is serious
about producing national quality music'
Dan Martin, on vocals and guitar
graduated from UMO with a mechanical
engineering degree in 1973. Also in the
band is Andy Arsenault on vocals and
bass guitar.
"It was important for us to come to
the University of Maine and tell ou
r
story,' Jeanne Martin said. "We've ha
d
some very good times here and we
wanted to say, 'yes we're from the
Univers'Ity of Maine and we're proud of
(continued from page 2)
If the proposed settlement is rejected,
LaPoint said a strike "is pretty in-
evitable." Both sides were far apart
when talks were moved to Augusta last
week, but "there's been very significant
movement since then," he said.
"I could not say I urn optimistic,"
said LaPoint. "But I've got my fingers
crossed and am saying prayers we can
head off a strike.
He_ said it. would be "10 times more
costly" for EMMC to keep operating
during a strike than to meet his recom-
mended settlement.
EMMC President Robert H. Brandow
said last week he expects the hospital to
maintain most of its regular services in
the event of a walkout.
WERE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
•
lipAmerican HeartAssociation
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Former House Minority trader John]. Rhodes delivers a 
speech on con-
gressional ethics at the Stewart Commons private d
ining room Monday
evening. Rhodes, who served 30 years in the House of
 Representatives, was
brought to UMO under the auspices of the political 
science department.
How to procrastinate tastefully.
Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. C
hocolatey, with a hint of mint, it's a
delicious way' to postpone the inevitable. And
 it's just one of seven inspired flavors
from General Foods'
International Coffees, ...Nom a..
. asaar. 
,
MEM
GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL 
COLA I
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
Available at University Bookstore 964 Gars,. roods Co
rporal
lemma oafs.
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World/U.S. News
Economists say recession may hit U.S. by 1986
WASHINGTON (AP) — High in-
. terests rates and giant federal budget
deficits are flashing warning signals that
anothtr recession could begin as early
as th, second half of next year, an
econ9mists' group said.
inc National Association of Business
Economists said the rapid slowdown the
economy has experienced since July is
only a "temporary lull," with the
recovery continuing for at least another
nine months. But after that, the
economists grew: pessimistic.
A majority of those surveyed
predicted the next recession would begin
in either the last half of next year or the
first six months of 1986.
The predictions, compiled from ques-
tionnaires completed by 205association
members, were far more pessimistic than
those being made by the Reagan ad-
ministration, which projects steady
growth with no recession through the
rest of this decade.
Administration officials from time to
time have accused the Federal Reserve
Board of keeping too tight a grip on the
money supply, thus driving up interest
rates.
But 85 percent of the economists en-
dorsed the central bank's monetary
policies — the highest approval rating in
the 10-year history of the association's
poll.
While 82 percent said the govern-
ment's large budget deficits were
stimulating the economy too much, they
split on the best way to trim the deficits.
The respondents were equally divid-
ed as to whether the budget should be
cut without raising taxes, as President
Reagan said, or whether some sort of tax
increase will be required.
The group overwhelmingly endorsed
some type of action even if it came in
the midst of the next recession — a time
traditional economics would warn
against either budget cuts or tax hikes
in fear they would make the downturn
worse.
Even though they were critical of the
administration's budget performance,
the group, by a margin of 64 percent to
9 percent, supported Reagan's economic
policies over those of Walter Mondale,
his Democratic challenger. A similar
survey in 1980 found 60 percent support
for Reagan, compared with 11 percent
for then-President Jimmy Carter.
Mondale, Ferraro criticize foreign policy moves
(AP) — As President Reagan propos-
ed regular high-level meetings between
the United States and the Soviet Union,
Democratic challenger Walter F. Non-
dale urged voters Monday to elect a
president "who knows what he's doing
in foreign policy."
Reagan told the 395th session of the
United States General Assembly,
"America has repaired its strength . .
We are ready for constructive negotia-
tions with the Soviet Union.
"Outside this room, while there still
will be clear differences, there's every
Soviet leader turns 73
reason why we should do all that is
possible to shorten that distance. And
that's why we're here."
Reagan, devoting most of the week to
foreign policy, scheduled no campaign
appearances until Wednesday, when he
travels to Ohio and Wisconsin. He will
meet with Soviet Foreign Minister An-
drei Gromyko on Friday — one day after
Mondale holds his own talks with the
Kremlin official.
He belittled Reagan's comment Sun-
day that security was incomplete at the
new embassy, quoting the president say-
ing, "Anyone that's ever had their kit-
chen done over knows that it never gets
done as soon as you wish it would."
Mondale said, "Being a president
and countering terrorists is a much more
difficult task than fixing up your kit-
chen."
In Baltimore, running mate Geraldine
Ferraro criticized Reagan's remark as
"inappropriate" and said it "reflects
the fact that this president does not
understand truly what the situation is in
the Middle East. "
While Reagan adopted a more con-
ciliatory line toward the Kremlin during .
his U.N. address, Vice President George
Bush said Americans "still have that ug-
ly feeling" about the:Soviet attack last
year on a Korean airliner.
He said the destruction of the jet,
which was carrying more that 60
Americans, "made it extraordinarily dif-
ficult to move anything forward" in '
agreements between the superpowers.
Asked if the United States was ready
to forgive and forget the incident, Bush
said, "No. I don't think so, but 1 think
the trauma is somewhat reduced."
Chernenko receives 'Order of Leuin' medal'
MOSCOW (AP) — Konstantin U.
Chernenko turned 73 on Monday, but
none of the government-run media men-
tioned that it was his birthday.
services in the party and state ac-
tivities," said a decree that bestowed
the leader's latest medal, which-is the na-
tion's second-highest civilian award.
However, the Soviet leader was award- Three television
 appearances by
ed the Order of Lenin, his third medal, Chernenko this mo
nth quieted specula-
through a decree from the Presidium of lion that he w
as,jil. He is known to suf-
the Supreme Soviet. The event was given ter respir
atory problems.
front-page and top-of-broadcast
treatment.
The honor was given to the Com-
munist Party chief "for his outstanding
After Soviet news media reported tha
Chernenko left Moscow for his summe
vacation July 15, he was not seen in
public again until Sept. when he ay
41Kuffilatlel
TAPPI
The next meeting of Tappi will be
Wed. Sept. 26
101 Neville Hill,
Professor Dick Hill, a dynamic,
well-informed speaker who
relates well to students.
will discuss:
Energy Conservation in Maine
neared at a televised awards ceremony
for three Soviet cosmonauts.
Chernenko, born Sept. 24, 1911, in the
Siberian region of Krasnoyarsk, has been
Soviet leader since February, when he
was chosen to succeed the late Yuri V.
Andropov.
His career was built along ideological
lines and his service as Kremlin chief this
year has been described by Western
diplomats as that of a transitional leader.
Cherneko began a long association
with the late leader Leonid Brezhnev,
who proceeded Andropov as Com-
munist Party :boss, in the '50s when
Cherneko worked as propaganda chief
for Brezhnev in Moldavia.
August unemployment
decreases in Maine
AUGUSTA, (API — Seasonal plant
reopenings and an increase in temporary
farm jobs helped shrink Maine's
unemployment rate to 5.1 percent last
month, the lowest for the month of
August since 1973, state Labor Commis-
sioner Patricia M. McDonough said
Monday.
McDonough said the statewide jobless
rate, down from 6.9 percent in July, com-
pared to a national rate for August of
7.3 percent.
The statewide rate was also well below
the August 1983 rate of 7.6 percent,
which McDonough said reflects improv-
ing economic conditions.
"The number of unemployed has
dropped by over 12,900 over the past 12
months, from 42,500 to 29,600," she
said.
"Employment gains in all but a few
industries have contributed to the im-
proved economic climate, with the most
substantial recorded by trade', services,
and electrical .and electronic equip-
ment."
McDonough said total non-farm ssage
and salary employment increased by
7,200 between July and August, largely
because textile, apparel and wood-
products plants returned to normal
operations following seasonal shut-
downs. The annual blueberry harvest
and related activity resulted in again of
another 1,900 jobs.
Over-the-year employment gains in
the manufacturing sector were recorded
in numerous industries, especially those
involved in the manufacture of electrical
and electronic equipment, paper and
related products. However, employment
in the leather and leatherproducts in-
dustry declined by 3,000 during the year,
McDonough said.
In the non-manufacturing sector, the
largest job gains were posted in the
wholesale and retail trades, which saw an
increase of 6,600 jobs, the commissioner
said.
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New acid rain studies to be released
Midwest industries accused of lake damage
MONTPELIER, Vt . (AP) — A series
of new acid rain studies further im-
plicates Midwest industries as the cause
of damage to the region's forests and
waterways, state officials said Monday.
Fishless lakes, hazy skies, and deadly
rain were traced to industrial emissions
in the Midwest, which are scheduled to
be released Tuesday.
Complex trajectory studies pinpointed
specific areas of the lower Great Lakes
and the Ohio River Valley as the source
of the acid rain pollution:
"The evidence keeps piling up:'
said Richard Poiret, a state air quality
planner who oversaw the tests. "You now
have a pretty strong argument for the
immediate initiation for a national emis-
sions reduction program. "
Findings from the three Vermont
studies include:
In 1983, 97 percent of Vermont's
precipitation contained more
phosphorous than scientifically accepted
figures for unpolluted rain.
Sulfate, a pollutant found in acid rain,
caused 80 percent of the blockage of
sunlight, better known as haze.
' 4.- •
Calculations from 1,300 air patterns
studied show that most of the dirty air
started in the industrial Midwest.
TWo southern Vermont lakes are
fishless, and a high acidity level is believ-
ed to be responsible.
The studies are being released during
New England Acid Rain Awareness
Week, as designated by the New England
Governors' Association. The week is
designed to keep the issue in the public
forum in .the wake of the Reagan ad-
ministration's decision to delay action.
The Reagan administration has put
off action on acid rain until completion
of a new battery of tests costing $32
million.
"If public awareness of the acid rain
problem was as great in other states as
it is in Vermont, then we wouldn't still
be waiting for the passage of effective
control legislation, 'r said Brendan
Whittaker, a Vermont environmental
secretary.
When you add this evidence to the
alarming data that has been collected, he
said, then you have a strong argument
for immediate initiation of a national
emissions reduction program.
jteligious sect shuns medical care
Eric Palola, a spokesman for the Ver-
mont Natural Resources Council, said he
was happy with the state's new findings.
"It's another piece of evidence that t
shows we have got to get on this thing
so it doesn't get any worse," Palola
said.
Poiret said the trajectory tests involv-
ed taking meteorological data and trac-
ing air patterns.
"It's a different way of looking at
the whole thing," he said, "it's kind
of looking at the whole thing
backwards."
The studies showed that whim Ver-
mont had a high content of acid rain
pollution, there was a good possibility
of that air originating from the Midwest.
Poiret said.
..The researchers studied 1,300 air pat-
terns and found 187, or 14 percent, to
be dirty. Most of those came form the
lower Great Lakes and the Ohio River
Valley.
"The air is usually very clean here
Poiret said, "but when it's bad, it is near-
ly as bad, or sometimes worse than the
heavily polluted areas."
In addition to finding that 97 percent
of the precipitation was polluted, he
said, an update on Vermont rainfall
showed that the state received more than
18 pounds per acre of sulphate deposits.
This figure is the accepted cutoff point.
"This rate means service waters
would experience long term acidifica-
tion," Poiret said.
The precipitation was 355 times more
acidic than the accepted level, he said,
in one test in Manchester last December.
The last tests concerned the effect acid
rain had on Vermont's fish.
"Most of our lakes appear to be in
good shape in terms of acidification,"
Poiret said, but two, Haystock Pond in
Wilmington and Little Pond in Wood-
ford, were found to have no fish.
"They were fishlessi' he said, "and
acid deposits are the suspected
cause...they can't find any other reason
why there should be no fish in those
lakes!'
Parents allow infant to die of pneumonia
COLUMBIA CITY. Ind. (AP ) — A
husband and wife whosefaittehealing-.,
religious 4ect taught them to shun
medical care were setenced to five years
in prison Monday for allowing their.in-
fant son to die at home of untreated
Pneumonia.
"We can't tolerate human saciifice
in the name of religion," Judge Ed-
ward!. Meyers of Whitley Circuit Court
said in sentencing Gary Hall, 31, and his
wife, Margaret, 27.
The Halls are members of the Faith
Assembly Church, a sect. based in No-
ble County which shunt doctors and
medicine. They had acted as their own
attorneys during their August trial.
A second Indiana couple who belong
to Faith Assembly face sentencing next
month after being convicted Sept. II for
letting their 9-month-old daughter die
from an untreated bacterial meningitis.
The Fort Wayne News Sentinel
newspaper said it has documented 88
peopie who have died alter they or tnen
parents followed the sect's teachings.
Meyers, who sentenced the Halls to
five years for child neglect, said the
penalty gave him "more concern"
than any he has handed down in 20 years
on the bench. The maximum- penalty
possible was 12 years in prison and a
$10,000 fine.
"What religion you choose to
follow...that's your business:. Meyers
said. "But when your religion doesn't
permit someone else to have an oppor-
tunity to make that choice or any choice,
then I don't know if society is ready to
accept that. "
The Halls showed no emotion when
the sentence was announced, and said
they would appeal. They were released
on their own recognizances.
Before he sentenced Mrs. Hall, who
is pregnant with her fourth child, Meyers
asked if she could ever provide medical
care for her children. "On the basis of
my convictions, and of my fear of God
almighty, I could not provide medical
care," she said.
The Halls' 26-day-old son, Joel David,
died at home Feb. 16 of an untreated
pneumonia. Whitley County Coroner
Alfred F. Allina testified that the child's
life could have been saved with readily
available treatment.
The Halls, in their unsuccessful
defense, told the jury the state had no
authority to compel its residents to seek
a doctor's care.
They cited an Indiana child neglect
law that allows parents caring for a sick
child to substitute prayer for medicine in
the "legitimate practice" of religious
beliefs.
Attorney John S. Bloom, who was ap-
pointed by the court to file an appeal for
the Halls, said he will center his appeal
on the nature of that law.
The Rev. Hobart E. Freeman, founder
and leader of Faith Assembly, teaches
followers that doctors are tied historical- •
ly to witchcraft. According to church
doctorine, members who seek medical
help for illness or injury lack faith in
what Freeman says is God's promise to
heal.
Reagan speaks to U.N. General Assembly
UNITED NATIONS (Al') — Presi-
dent Reagan, striking a conciliatory
tone, said Monday he would work to
narrow "the clear differences" bet;
ween the United States and the SoViet
Union.
The president proposed high-level
meetings that could be "essential if crises
are to be avoided."
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko listened with a poker face,
hands folded in his lap, as Reagan ad-
dressed the the 395th session of the U.N.
General Assembly
- 
"America has repaired its strength...we
are ready for constructive negotia-
tions with the Soviet Union," Reagan
said.
The president, who once denounced
Moscow as an "evil empire" that
ultimately would be left on the "ash heap
of history," adopted his most con-
ciliatory line yet toward the Soviets in his
speech, which came about 6 weeks
before the Nov. 6 election.
Reagan, pressed repeatedly by U.S.
allies to soften his once harsh anti-Soviet
rhetoric, was interrupted just once by ap-
plause, when he remarked: "outside this
room, while there still will be clear dif-
ferences, there's every reason why we
should do all that is possible to shorten
_
that distance, mut that's why we're
here."
Gromyko did not join in the clapping
at that point or at the conclusion of
Reagan 's speech.
Spokesman Larry Speakes said U.S.
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick told
Reagan that General Assembly speeches
aren't usually interrupted by applause.
and that the Soviets do not clap.
Reagan told reporters later that he and
Gromyko had exchanged pleasantries
during their 5-minute encounter at a
reception Sunday night, but refused to
predict the outcome of their talks at the
White House on Friday.
The talks will represent Reagan's first
formal meeting with a Kremlin official
during his presidency.
Addressing the charge that his hard-
line anti-comm/Phism has increased
hostilities between the superpower,
Reagan suggested in his speech that new
talks between U.S. and Soviet cabinet-
level officials would provide a "fresh ap-
proach to reducing international ten-
sions. " Reagan called for a
"framework for arms control!' Talks
'aimed at reducing nuclear weapons have
been in limbo since last December, when
the Soviets stalked out in anger over U.S.
deployment of new nuclear missiles in
Europe.
Separately, the president proposed Reagan said he
 hoped ways could be
that the United Stales and the Soviet found by next spri
ng to have Soviet and
Union "institutionalize ministerial or U.S. observers a
t each other's nuciear test
cabinet-level meetings...on the whole sites, a
nd called for negotiations to begin
problem of needless obstacles to 
in Vienna by early 1985 on ways to pre-
understanding." ven
t the militarization of space.
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The Newman Center
presents
Journey in Faith
...an opportunity to learn, share, worship- to
journey together to a deeper understanding of
the Roman Catholic faith. The program, which
will consist of monthly gatherings, is designed
for people who are interested in becoming
Catholics or desire to strengthen their Catholic
faith.
For more information, call and/or register at
The Newman Center before October 7.
1
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Editorial
There may be some mud fl in
The Mondale Ferraro combination is quite clever
in attacking the Reagan administration in their
advertising campaign.
Mondale ads assault President Reagan on the
grounds that the federal deficit has increased dur-
ing his administration despite his campaign promise
of four years ago to present a balanced budget. It
is indeed a valid gripe.
The Mondale campaign counters Reagan's un-
fulfilled promise with a promise of his own. Mon-
dale has promised to raise taxes, if elected, to bring
down the deficit. He is presenting this plan as
though it will save the nation from eventual
economic destruction. In Mondale's mind, more
money will decrease government spending and pa)
back the deficit.
It has been evident in this American society that
those who make more money, spend more money.
In this light it is difficult to accept the Mondale/Fer-
raro plan of higher taxes equalling reduced govern-
ment spending and a reduced deficit. If government
is afforded more money it will spend more money.
The Mondale campaign has been carefully built
on a straw foundation. There has been very little
mention of Mr. Mondale being half of the famous
CarterMondale team when the United States suf-
fered one of its severest recessions. And there has
been little mention of the "misery: index" that
helped put Carter and Mondale into the White
House. The misery index, as many remember, in-
creased more than seven percentage points during
that administration.
!Mondale has also experimented sery carefully
with criticising Reagan's foreign policy. He has had
to tread lightly for he was a part of the administra-
tion that was held at arm's length during the Ira-
nian crisis when Arnencan citizens were held hostage
for more than a year.
The Reagan administration has had the luxury of
sitting by and watching Mondale thus far in the race.
It has not been forced into drudging up old dirt
against the opponent as of yet. A comfortable lead
in popularity polls has given Reagan campaign
leaders this luxury.
If the Mondale/Ferraro ticket closes in on
Reagan/Bush, voters can expect to see some mud
flying in Mondale's direction.
And a house built of stone will quickly fall in a
landslide
Don Linscott
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New Criteria
I don't like to beat an old subject to
death and I don't usually repeat myself
on issues if I can help it. However, I can't
resist this one. I hate the Miss America
Pageant and even though I wrote an
editorial about if last week I'm going to
elaborate on the subject and hopefully
convince everyone to hate the Miss
America Pageant like I do.
First, what woman with all her
marbles wants to be Miss America
anyway? What kind of satisfaction is
found in wearing a bathing suit, a crown
and a sash around on a stage. Are all of
these women exhibitionists? Any fool
can march around and wave. And the
waving bothers me too. Why does Miss
America wave to everyone in the room
when they've already been there for two
hours? Does she think they just arrived?
doesn't she have a clue?
Second, their talents really bother me.
Seeing a six foot tall brunette with a
watermellon chest play the banjo and
harmonica while simultaneously pain-
ting her toe nails does not impress me.
I know it's quite a feat, but no one real-
ly'likes to watch her besides her parents.
And they're probably pretty sick of it
themselves.
Third, I hate the entertainment that
goes with the show. All of the con-
testants get together and sing--all dress-
ed alike and grinning from ear to ear. No
on is .that happy. Besides that it's scary
to see 50 girls with triple-decker mouths
baring their jowls like that. I know they
aren't having a good time either. You just
try to convince me that 40 girls who
know they aren't even finalists want to
run around on national television in pink
tights singing the theme from "Singing
in the rain".
Lastly, I hate the way they lie through
those big white teeth. I know not all of
those girls are saints, martyrs and good
samaritans. I'll bet a couple of them
shoplift, steal from the offering plate at
church, watch x-rated movies or cheat on
physics exams. I just know some of them
chew with their mouths open, belch in
public or have peed in the woods. It sure-
ly would be fun if they'd list those kind
of credentials with the height and hair
color:
- 
-
Miss America. who walked out of Ho-
J0'5 bathroom yesterday with tiolet tissue
on her heel'
Now' that would make the pageant
fun. Wouldn't you love to know if Miss
Idaho picks her teeth, or if Miss Gerona
ever tucked her skirt into her nylons? I
surely would. It would be worth staying
up for.
Hopefully the pageant jugdes and of-
ficials will add,rtly suggestions to next
yeari'dri.tern. tiy mother will force me
to watch it with her again and I want to
have a good timc
Jane is a senior journalism
major from Kittery Poini
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Foreign *-ar
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To the editor:
The recent dedication of the' Vietnam
memorial has reminded us of a time
when our nation worried day to day that
the hope of her future-would return from
overseas in wooden crates. Are we ready
-- to look forward to another such age of
. anxiety in the near future?
_ 
__With the 1980 defeat of the Carter ad-
ministration (members of which favored
coexistence with popular governments
-- in Central America,) and the victory of
the interventionist policies of the Reagan
administration carefully laid plans were
set in motion whose logical conclusion
can only be involvement of American
soldiers in Central America.
Why do we find the U.S. government
- heading for yet another foreign war? The
popular press in our country claims that
U.S. military advisers in El Salvador are
there to promote and support
democracy. Yet, what democracy is that
we can murder 45,000 of its own people
in the last few years? And what claim
does a nation have to supporting
democracy: when it has, in fact, over-
thrown democratically elected govern-
ments it happened to dislike in Iran
(1953), Guatemala (1954), Chile (1973),
among others?
What more inappropriate memorial
could we dedicate for our Vietnam
veterans than the sending of even more
of our young to die in another part of
the world? This week we have the oppor-
tunity to learn more about the effect of
U.S. military involvement in El Salvador
from the personal perspective of Rev.
Marta Benavides, a citizen of that coun-
try. Rev. Benavides will give a talk en-
titled "The Struggle in El Salvador: A
women's perspective" on Thursday, Sept.
27 st 12:15 in the Lown rooms of the
Union. It is activities like this talk which
can prevent the establishment of an El
Salvadorian memorial in our country's
not to distant future-
Sandy Wright
Pine Street
Abstinence
is a virtue
To the editor
In response to your comment on the
1985 Miss America, disagree.
Abstinence is indeed a virtue—in both
men and women. Strange that you seem
to have missed the point of Miss
America. She is supposed to represent
the best model (Webster: "a person...con-
sidered as a standard of excellence to be
imitated.") this country has to offer in
both future aspirations and lifestyle
Few, if any, of the candidates have any
"achievements" as yet to be assessed.
I would be the first to call a man
"good" if he taught Sunday School,
practices chastity, and refrains from
drugs and smoking. As a matter of fact,
those were some of the basic re-
quirements I had for a prospective
husband.
Bilht. Jo Hale Zsembery
Hermon
Spelling bee
To the editor:
Just like to point out: in an editorial
of 9/21/84, Mike Harmon(sic) implied
that I had (a)(sic) lack of wisdom; and
in the same sentence, spelled my name
wrong. Isn't "wisdom" wonderful?
Craig Freshley
Old Town
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Commentary
•1
Don't work for the government
I have a Bachelor of Arts degree from Columbia
University and am retired after having worked for
many years for the Federal Government's Social
Security Administration and Health Care Financ-
ing Administration. I very strongly urge all college
graduates not to work for the United States Govern-
ment, because: I. Wages and salaries for Federal
Government employers are on the average 18.3 per-
cent below the pay that employees in private enter-
prise receive for essentially the same jobs. The most
pay that a Federal Government employee can receive
is 566,(88) a year (very few of them reach that or
get anywhere near it), which is very small compared
to the yearly salaries of many private company ex-
ecutives which are in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars and which in some cases are in the millions
of dollars.
2. Federal employees have to pay a high percen-
jAge of the premiums for their health and life in-
surance, whereas, many employers in private enter-
prise pay all of such premiums for their employees.
3. Federal employees have to pay into Medicare's
Hospital Trust Fund, and effective with January I,
1984 new Federal employees must pay into Social
Security's other trust funds. This is in addition to
paying into the Civil Service Retiremer; System.
These mandatory payments constitute just a sneaky
way by which the Reagan Administration and its
reactionary allies in the Congress have taken the
money of Federal Government employees to shore
up Medicare and Social Security. Federal employees
have their own health insurance And retirement
systems and cannot bear any additio: 0 expense
4. The Reagan Administration has raised Federal
employees' and retirees' health insurance premiums
to exorbitant levels and cut their health insurance
coverage drastically.
5. According to the Congressional Budget Office,
Federal GoYerninent emplOyees receive less vacation
and holiday time than do many people in private
enterprise For example, for many years steel workers
have been given 13 week vacations every 5 years (in
addition to their regular vacations during the in-
tervening years) upon attaining a certain seniority.
6. The Congressional Budget Office a1s,., states
that employees of the Federal Government receive
less sick time than do many private enterprise
employees.
7. Federal employees work a 40 hour week while
many private enterprise workers have work weeks
of less hours. For example, the electricians in New
York City obtained a 25 hour work week many years
ago.
8. For many years Federal employees have paid
seven percent or (heir Iota/pay into their retires_bent
fund. They have had to pay into their fund far more
than people covered by Social Security have been
required to pay into the retirement plans are fully
paid for by the employers with no employee con-
tributions required, and private plans are protected
by a Federal law, the Pension Benefit Guarantee
Statute
9. Federal Government employees do not receive
Christmas or any other bonuses, or have profit shar-
ing plans, stock option plans, etc_
10. Federal employees are forbidden to engage in
politics. This is a complete violation of their Con-
stitutional rights of free expression and association.
11. Federal Government employees who have
retired and are under age 62 are only going to receive
about one-half of the cost of living increases that
those 62 or older will receive. This constitutes bla-
tant, outrageous age discrimination.
12. Federal Government retirees formerly receiv-
ed one percent of their pensions added to the pen-
sions at the time of retirement and two cost of liv-
ing increases each year in order 10 31 least fractional-
ly compensate them for the low pay that they had
been given while working. Now they do not ge the
Frederick Stark
one percent add-on, and they only receive one cost
of living increase per year.
13. Federal retirees have to pay income tax on
every cent of their pensions once they get back what
they paid into their pension fund. The money that
they paid into the pension fund is not taxable,
because taxes were paid on it by the retiree, when
he/she was working.
14. In order to provide a survivor's pension for
his or her spouse, the average Federal retiree must
accept about an eight percent reduction in his or her'
pension from its inception.
(5. In the past, college graduates sought employ-
ment with the Federal Government mainly because
of job security and retirement at a comparatively
young age on a good pension. Recent legislation has
cut down Federal job security, job security has been
increased in the private sector by law and recent
court decisions, and many privet company pension
plans provide benefits (including early retirement)
that are equal to or more generous.
Therefore, college graduates are much better off
working in private enterprise with the Chance of
becoming one of the S1,0013,000 (or morel a Year CM'
poration presidents or a quarter of a million a year
vice president than working in the Federal Govern-
ment's Civil Service for cheapskate pay and second
rate fringe benefits.
If a college graduate cannot find a good job in
private enterprise upon graduation, he/she would
do far better to work in a menial job in private enter-
prise until such time as he can obtain a position in
the private sector that is commensurate with his
education than take a job with the United States
Government while looking for a good occupation
with a private business. Otherwise, he may ruin his
future by tainting himself with Federal employment,
since it is looked upon with great disdain by the
business community and the public in general. In
fact, for a number of years people have been thought
to have disgraced themselves, if they have worked
for the Federal Government.
-VC
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the Soviet underground press
When Soviet biologist Eugeni
Nikolaev publicly refused to att
end
political classes on Marxism-Lenini
sm,
he knew he would be in big trouble. 
Such
classes are mandatory in the 
Soviet
Union for all intellectuals regardless
 of
vocational specialty or level of educa-
tion. The intellectuals sometimes sl
eep
in the required classes, or even 
avoid
them by calling in sick, but publi
cly
refusing to attend is unheard of. T
he
authorities were stunned, even outraged,
over Nikolaev's open refusal to a
ttend.
Soon afterwards Nikolaev found
himself in a psychiatric prison, and no
one knows how long he would have
stayed there had not the Bulletin. a
Samizdat (underground) newsletter,
published his story and distributed it
abroad Western scientists who knew
Nikolaev through his research in biology.
The scientists created such an uproar
that Soviet authorities, in an effort to
avoid embarassment, released Nikolaev
and allowed him to emigrate to the West.
Last year he testified befor the World
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Congress on Psychiatry in Vienna,
Austria.
Samizdat publications began popping
up in the Seoviet Union about 25 years
ago at the end of Stalin's era of mass ter-
ror. These independent newsleters—With
circulations ranging from several carbon
copies to several hundred printed
copies—publish information about op-
pression, injustice and exonomic
misery—information banned from the
Gosizdat, or legal press. The early novels
of Alexandr Solzhenitsyn were first
published by Samizdat. -
With the outgoing mail regularly in-
spected by censors, and items critical of
the regime being forwarded to the KGB,
Samizdat publications frequently
publish letters which otherwise wouldn't
make it out of the country. Samizdat
publications get out through carefully
established smuggling channels.
Among the letters published by
Samizdat in 1983 were several from con-
centration camps. In one, a group of
prisoners (Camp -389/35) urged the
delegation of participants in the Madrid,
Spain, International Conference on
Human Rights to take a firm stand
against Soviet violations of the Helsinki
Accord. Another group of political
prisoners (camp -36) addressed their let-
ter to President Reagan, giving a detail-
ed description of the cruel treatment of
prisoners by camp authorities.
In addition to the Bulletin, other
Samizdat publications include The
Chronicle of Current Events, Search,
People's Forum, Archives, A iibman in
Russia, Jews in USSR. Hope, and
others.
The Soviets call the Samizdat publica-
lions, "anti-Soviet propaganda" or
"slanderous and mischievous publica-
tions distorting the Soviet reality."
Samizdat publishes what the Soviets ban
in their own media and try tohide from
Western media.
Samizdat publishers are still scrat-
ching their heads as to why the poetry
of Irina Rathusinsky scared the
governm,ent so badly that the young
poetess was sentended to seven years in
prison. Engineer Alexsei Smirnov was
arrested and sentenced to six years in
prison for his involvement with The
Chronicle of Current Events. When
Search publisher Valeri Abramkin com-
pleted his prison term, he was given an
additional sentence without official ex-
planation. People's Forum publisher
Vladimir Osipov is not allowed to live in
Moscow after serving an eight-year
sentence.
Those who are caught with one of the
illegal newsletters in their possession get
into trouble too. Peter Butov, a young
physicist from Odessa, was recently jail-
ed and then exiled for possessing a
Samizdat publication. So was Leningrad
interpreter Margarita Klimov, Armenian
historian Georgi Khomazi, Latavian
Baptists Yanis Roskalis and Lidia
Doronin, and many others.
So concerned are Soviet leaders over
Samizdat that all typewriters—in
government offices as well as in private
homes—are subject tmegistration by the
KGB, which maintains special archives
with type samples to facilitate the hun-
ting down of Samizdat publications. It
appears many Soviet officials are more
afraid of typewriters than American
missiles.
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Meet you at Yianni's
Yianni's can best be described as comfortable. Its
decor is unassuming but not unappealing. The food
is good and reasonabally priced. Yianni's has been
a welcome addition tothe pizza/lounge scene in the
UMO area since last November.
The oddly-shaped restaurant localed off Stillwater
Avenue in the Ames shopping center appeals to
those who want to dine with a little noise in the
background. It may be from a high-powered fan at-
tempting to cool the place in the summer to a blar-
ing MTV video on a giant television screen. Pepper
this with a few loud conversations from the lounge
and you do not come up with a quiet, intimate din-
ing experience. But you do come up with Yianni's
and that seems to make all the difference.
No chefs allowed
by Kerry Zabicki
Oh, the waitresses or waiters are perfectly willing
to change the channel on the big screen or adjust
the volume, but usually that is not necessary. Noise
and energy belong in this place. Most of the clientel
seem to be students or young families from the area.
If you really need peace and quiet, go to an early
week lunch or dinner when business is not quite so
booming and the pace is more relaxed.
The menu is standard sub/pizza—fried seafood—
pasta fare prepared simply, the uncommon element
in all this is how good the food actually is. Often
times an establishment like Yianni's tends to turn
out carelessly cooked seafood and cardboard piz-
za. Not so here.
The scallops are suprisingly moist. I'd gotten so
used to the overcooked kind that I'd almost forgot-
ton how tender they can be if prepared correctly. The
other seafood is adequate and the batter is light. The
chicken "nuggets" are a little fatty, but definitly bet-
ter than the nationally advertised brand sold down
the street.
Side orders of seafood run from $2.25 for a small
portion of clams to $4.50 for a large order of
scallops. A fisherman's platter with haddock, clams,
scallops and shrimp costs $6.95 and comes with
french fries and cole slaw.
Spaghetti, ziti, manicotti, lasagne and ravioli are
offered for Italian food lovers with crusty garlic
bread.
Yianni's subs are adequate, but not huge. They
come in one size and are on bread shipped in from
an Italian baltry in Rhode Island. The subs are
generous in fillings and range in price from $1.50
for a vegitarian sub with cheese to $2.75 for a steak
bomb,
Everything is made fresh daily on the premises
except the sub rolls.
The salads, Greek and garden, come in two sizes.
They are crisp and use pretty much the same seg-
getables used on pizzas and in subs. The large size
of either is huge, and the Greek is loaded with
chunks of Feta cheese. The house dressing is an oil
and vinegar with an accent of garlic and oregano.
It goes especially well on the Greek salad.
Comm.irliqure-
Tiiesday, Sept. 25
Russian Language lable.Yellow
Dining Room. Hilltop.Neon.
Women in the Curriculum. Dr.
Susmita Chatterjee: "Women in
India!' Bangor Lounges, Union.
12:10 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. Using full
CMS—Introduction to CMS. 227
Neville Hall. 3 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. SPSS-X, the
Statistacal Package for the Social
Sciences. 110 Little Hall. 3 p.m.
President's Open Office Hour.
Alumni Hall. 4 p.m.
Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting. The Maples. 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 26
Volunteer's Fair. Reps. from 25
agencies that need volunteers.
Bangor Lounges, Union. 9 am. —
3 p.m.
Faculty Forum on Religion. Ham
Room, Union. Noon.
German Language Table Yellow
Dining room, Hilltop. Noon.
High Adventure Films. "Sunfish:.
"High Performance racing!' Sut-
ton Lounge, Union. Noon.
Meditation and Prayer. Drum-
mond Chapel, Union. Noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar. Cory
Etchberger" "The Reproductive
Biology of the loggerhead Musk
Turtle in Central Florida!' 204 Nut-
ting Hall. Noon.
Education Brown Bag Series. Ray
Pelletier: "Looking to the Future:
"The Place of Second Language in
the School Curriculum!' 159
Shibles Hall. Noon. Civil
Engineering Seminar. Vijay Pan-
chang: "On the Development of
Wave Spectra in Bays!' 359 Aubert
Hall. 4:10 p.m.
The Female Hero—From Joan of
Arc to Mother Jones, 327 Neville
regmer with CID (4092).
pm
Bible Study. South Bangor
Lounge, Union. 6 p.m.
.280
NB,
The Maine Campus welcomes
volunteer writers and production
assistants. Get experience now! 
Yianni's is perhaps best known in the communi-
ty for its pizza, and best known at UMO for its
lounge and pizza.
Gone are the cardboard crusts and skimpy cheese
topped pizzas. The crust is thick, but not underdone
as can happen with some thick-crusted pizzas. If you
really hate thick crusts, you may not like the highly
puffed sweet dough. Garlic is again a heavy accent
in the sauce, but it is not overpowering.
The only complaint I've heard about the pizza is
the hamburg topping which "tastes like meatloaf'
according to a friend.
The cheese is laid on thick and so are the
vegatables. No wonder the edges are baked so high
above the sauce, to hold everything in. There are two
sizes of pizza ranging in price from $2.10 for a small
cheese, to $7.95 for a large Yianni's special. All veg-
gies are crisp. 1 have had an occasional greasy piz-
za, but none so bad as to have to blot the excess oil
off the top as in some places around here.
Baked French Onion Soup is offered daily along
with a Fish chowder. The onion is in a rich beef broth
base with a large crouton and heaps of sliced onion.
This is all blanketed with gobs of cheese broiled to
a toasty covering. Its a meal in itself for SI.75. The
soup is a little salty, however.
Speaking of onions, Yianni's has about the best
onion rings north of the "Big S" in Auburn.
Generous portions of thickly sliced battered onions
never stay on the small plates they come on. Ask
for a fork and you'll be all set.
The lounge is usually crowded on any late week
night or weekend. Space is a problem at Yianni's
right now the kitchen is almost too small to sup-
port the business and the staff seem overworked. Yet
if any waitresses or waiters were added, they'd be
falling all over each other.
The service is usually good, but on crowded days
it can be considerably slower. The waitresses can not
be blamed, they are efficient with the space they
have to work in and know how to serve. Lack of
space again may be the culprit.
In about two weeks Yianni's will introduce a new
lunch menu featuring daily specials all under $2. 11-y
it out some time, I don't think you'll be dissapointed.
Join The
University Chorus
The chorus is still accepting new
members without an audition. Learn how
to sing and become part of an exciting
performance organization. Rehearsal
schedule: Tues. and Thut. from 12:10-1:00.
Receive one credit and a rewarding ex-
perience. For more information, call or
see Mr. Joe Henry, Chorus Director, Lord
Hall. Tel. 581-1261.
— 
.
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Sports
Quarterback change expected for football game
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
Sophomore quarterback Bob Wilder
is the leading candidate to start Satur-
day's game against Boston University
said UMO's head football coach at his
weekly press conference.
Ron Rogerson said he hasn't made a
decision yet because he had to talk it
over with the players, but Wilder work-
.with the first team Offense Monday.
"I was very pleased with the perfor-
mance of Bob Wilder, "Rogerson said.
"He has great personal confidence. I
assume we're leaning heavily in his
half."
Wilder was redshirted last year, so he
didn't play a down. The sophomore
from Madison has three years of
eligibility after this season.
He has completed 10 passes in 36 at-
tempts for 117 yards. He's thrown one in-
terception and one touchdown in four
quarters of play.
Rogerson said Wilder has made some
mistakes this season, but they are due to
a lack of playing time.
"I think a lot of it has to do with play-
ing a freshman quarterback," Roger-
son said. "He's played the equivalent of
one full game right now. You recognize
that it was better than a year that he
didn't play a minute of competition.
"We've got to catch the ball and that
really worries me right now. We've got
guys open and WeNT got to connect,"
Rogerson said.
Maine receivers dropped a number of
passes on Saturday and Wilder thinks it's
because of his throwing style.
"The biggest thing is that I throw hard
and Rich (Labonte, Maine's other
quarterback) throws with a lot of
touch," Wilder said. "That's a big ad-
justment to make_ Working with the first
team will help."
Wilder ran for 53 yards on nine car-
ries including a run of 23 yards. He said
the runs were busted plays.
"Those plays (that he ran on) were
busted," Wilder said. "The receivers
UMO quarterback Bob Wader is shown being sacked in Saturday's game 
against Rhode Island. Wilder
praised the offensive line for playing excellent despite this mishap. IMcMahon 
photo)
were covered, but that's the thing with
the Wing-T offense, you can take off. On
that run (23 yards) Bob Crowley saw me
start to scramble and took off and made
a good block."
Maine's leading receiver after three
games is senior Pat Murray who has
caught seven passes for 79 yards.
Halfbacks Paul Phelan and Lance
Thcobold have four and three catches,
respectively.
Rogerson said the team didn't show
enough intensity in Saturday's 27-0 loss
to the University of Rhode Island.
"My own personal feeling, that as a
football team, was they didn't have the
intensity that we showed in the Rich-
mond game," Rogerson said. "Rhode
Island is a good football, but certainly
no better than the first two teams (UMO
Escape to "The Woods':..
Evergreen Apartments—New 1
bedroom fully furnished apartments
• with all utilities included.  
Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhouses
now under construction.
"The Woods"
is conveniently located near campus.
Models open for inspection.
Call
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
played)."
The Black Bears fumbled the ball
three times and threw one interception.
Maine turned the ball over twice inside
the twenty-yard line and lost the ball on
downs inside the 35 twice.
Rogerson said these are indicators that
Maine wasn't "toned into the game."
The Maine secondary gave up three
passes of more than 40-yards which all
resulted in touchdowns, but Rogerson
said the defensive line played a good
game.
"Your defensive backfield is only as
good as your defensive pass rush,"
Rogerson said. "I coached the defensive
line when I first started coaching so I
have a perspective on it. When I left the
field I felt our defensive line had played
even (against Rhode Island's offensive
line)."
BU is 3-0 on the season. They have
beat Grambling University, Morgan
State University and the University of
Ness Hampshire.
Soccer team beats BC, loses
to New Hampshire College
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team split two
games over the weekend, winning 1-0
over Boston College Friday evening and
losing 2-1 to New Hampshire College
Sunday afternoon. Maine's record is now
2-4.
In the opener, UMO goalkeeper Jeff
Spring recorded six saves in earning his
second shutout of the season and played
what head coach Jim Dyer said "may be
his best game so far this season."
"Jeff played a very strong game ... our
whole defense played well," Dyer said.
"We did a very good job in dosing down
Boston College's offense."
The only goal of the game came at the
22:17 mark of the second half when
UMO's Scott Atherly headed the ball
past BC goalkeeper, Rich Hasbun. The
goal, Atherly's first of the season, came
off a throw-in by junior forward Dave
Andreasen.
"We played great defensively, but we
played great offensively too," said
team captain Roditobillard. "It was a
true team effort, maybe our best effort
of the year."
Boston College, who has been in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
tournament three out of the last four
years, is 110V. I-4-1.
In Sunday's game, New Hampshire
College opened each half with a quick
goal and kept UMO scoreless until just
10 minutes remained in the game
"It was a case of too little, too
late," Dyer said. "We had some very
good chances, but we just couldn't get
the ball in the net."
UMO's only goal came at the 35:04
mark of the second half and scored by
junior midfielder Peter Bouchard. The
goal was Bouchard's second of the
season and was assisted by Andreasen.
New Hampshire College outshot
UMO 13-12 and increased its record to
6-0.
Robillard said, "It was the same old
story. We just didn't play well enough for
that game ... we just weren't up for it.
"By the time we realized that we were
behind, it was too late," he said.
Dyer said UMO also lost the services
of sophomore midfielder Bob Ham-
mann "for probably a month"
because of an injury he sustained with
just 15 seconds remaining in the game
against New Hampshire_ ).)
"The shoulder was dislocated ... it's a
rather serious injury," he said.
UMO will open its home sched*le
against Thomas College this Wednesday
at 3 p.m.
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Outdoors in Orono
My hunting partner and l were in our tree stands
by 7 a.m. Besides an occasional dog bark, the only
other noise to break the early morning silence was
traffic on Interstate 95.
I never heard Dave utter a sound, yet suddenly
he was there, standing in front of my stand, grinn-
ing sheepishly from ear to ear. He beckoned me to
follow him to his stand where, much to my surprise,
lay a spikehorn buck.
Dave and I both hved in Orono at the time of that
hunt, but I usually hunted elsewhere. The night
before opening day, Dave persuaded me to hunt in
Orono. I didn't expect much action that day, but
Dave's buck convinced me there is plenty of game
to be hunted in the Orono area.
Since that first bowhunt, I have discovered several
locations in the greater Orono area that provide
good hunting. One of my favorite haunts is on
Forest Avenue, within five miles of campus.
To get there, take Stillwater Avenue past the
University Mall. At the first four corners, turn right
onto Forest Avenue and drive about a mile beyond
the dump. 1 have spotted several deer and an occa-
sional black bear crossing the road here.
Another good location is on Stillwater Avenue,
about one mile beyond Forest Avenue. Hunt between
the Kelley Road-Stillwater Avenue junction and
American Concrete.
Two other hunting spots, which are a little far-
ther from campus but well worth the trip are Route
43 north, which branches off Main Street in Old
Town. Take 43 until you cross the interstate. Most
anywhere beyond this point is good hunting. And
finally, take Route 2 east toward Milford.
Since Main Street in Old Town becomes Route 2.
there shouldn't be any difficulty in finding it. Once
past the Penobscot, take the next right, immediate-
The bowhunter
ly following the Main Road Market. Drive on this
road for at least three miles to avoid camps and
houses. There are miles and miles of forest to hunt
here. All of the afore mentioned locations are good
hunting and, best of all, within easy driving distance
of UMO.
Anyone interested in getting started in Maine
bowhunting has distinct advantage these days. Ar-
chery clubs flourish around the state, and there are
numerous archery shops. At one place or the other,
the archer may get expert advice on selecting equip-
ment and hunting savvy.
One of the best shops in the Orono area is BB
Sport Shop in Levant. Some other good shops are
Cherokee Archery and the Old Town Trading Post
(formerly Amero's), located on Bennoch Road in
Old Town. All of these shops are listed in the Yellow
Pages.
In selecting equipment, the bow is the first con-
sideration. The choice 'centers around long bow,
recurve, compound, or cam bows, of which com-
pounds are by far the most common in use. Corn'
pounds generate more energy and shoot a flatter tra-
jectory. Also, at full draw, the archer is holding on-
ly half of the actual poundage.
For Maine 5,-er hunting, a 45-pound pull should
be the bare minimum used, and 50 would be better.
shoot a 60-pound pull. I use this pull for every type
of hunting from bear to rabbits.
The reasoning for this is simple If I get used to
hitting small game with this outfit, I should certainly
hit a deer. For a beginning bowhunter, one should
wait until he or she can consistently hit a target five
times out of five before actual hunting.
Arrows and broadheads are very important items
of the bowhunting outfit; they are the business end
of the bow. Aluminum arrows are the popular
Russ Givens
choice. They are virtually unbreakable and last for
years. Buy only bright colored arrows, as they are
the easiest to find in thick brush. I would recom-
mend Razorback-5 broadheads, because the blades
spin, causing greater penetration on contact.
A quiver to carry arrows safely and silently is
another consideration. I prefer bow quivers because
of their practicality. The broadheads fit tightly and
safely in a protective canopy, causing no problems
to the archer.
Camouflage clothing and face makeup is a must.
For October in Maine. I would suggest chamois
cloth, for the simple reason that chamois is quiet.
Camouflage breaks up a hunter's outline, making
it difficult for a deer to spot a hunter, and makeup
reduces facial glare.
'Brio remaining equipment considerations are hun-
ting sights and shooting tabs. Hunting sights are
great aids to tree stand hunters. Shooting tabs are
made to protect the archer's fingers from the bowstr-
ing. Shooting guards are made to protemnoe's arm
from the string.
The special archery deer season in Maine beens
Oct. 1 and ends Oct. 26. Bear season runs from Sept.
I through Nov. 31. The price of a resident archery
license for hunters 16 and older is $11.00. The greater
Orono area falls in the southern district of the state.
During the special archery season only, may a deer
of either sex be legally taken.
There are two rules of bowhunting to remember:
no person can legally carry a firearm of any kind
while hunting deer during the special archery season.
And all deer shot by bow must be inspected and
registered by a game warden.
Did you know that not one Maine bowhunter has
taken a trophy black bear in Maine? There were four
taken in 1983, all by out-of-staters.
Women's tennis team loses two matches over weekend
by Wendy Chicome
Staff Writer
The UMO women's tennis team drop-
ped two matches this weekend as UNH
and Central Connecticut both notched
9-0 wins at Durham, N.H.
On Friday, the Black Bears, though
failing to take a point, had a number of
close matches that could have gone
either way.
In top singles competition UNH's
Sharon Gibson prevailed over Anne
Martinson 6-4, 7-6. Maine's Kris Mad.
Maine diver Kathy Callahan is shown in front o
f the Memorial Gymnasitun
Iasi week hoisting her NCAA All-American 
certificate. Callahan finished
13th at the Div. if national diving championshi
ps. (Garven
den dropped a tight three set match to
No. 2 Ann Sherer 2-6, 6-0. 6-4.
In the closest contest of the day,
Wildcat Sue Fleming managed to squeak
by Dee Dydowicz, a freshman from Saco
who plays No. 6 singles, by a score of
6-4, 4-6, 7-6(8-6).
Cindy Sprague., Liz Geitner and Anne
Winship, playing in the third, fourth and
fifth spots, all succumbed in straight sets
to their opponents.
The top doubles combination of
Martinson-Madden fought hard, but
bowed to New Hampshire's Lisel Banker
and Jennifer Radden 6-3, 2-6, 7-5.
Maine's number two duo of Geitner-
Sprague was downed by Chris Stanton
and Dianna Fischer 6-3, 6-1.
The third doubles match of the day
was another close battle which resulted
in a 2-6, 7-6(7-5), 6-3 decisiaion for
Quain and Davies of UNH over Jennifer
JIMIRLIERWRZEILLICKELLIZAZZZL
Lippincort - Books
547 Hammond 54 . Bongo, 144 
04401
13 .40 1.1. 11.111.
XECINT AMS MIR•IMC1-3
1100.17 /OA IOU.
%Mr 0.74
Tooder Won*
.00 •• NC ,
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Story and Kathy Kirschner.
On Saturday, the inexperienced Black
Bears, with four freshmen playing
singles, had a tougher time against Cen-
tral Connecticut, as Maine failed to win
a set.
"We're out of our league." Coach
Eileen Fox said of the contest with the
1983 Division II New England cham-
pions. "They play 17 matches as com-
pared to our nine."
The Bears, who have already won
more wins than all of last season, are
now 2-2. Their next match is against
Bowdoin College Tuesday.
Do You Need
Financial Aid?
Scholarships, grants and
loans are available. Don't miss
out on aid that could save you
thousands of dollars on your
education. Free details, no
obligation: Services SD, 5120
Ed. Montpetit. Ste. 9, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3W 1R2.
Every Tuesday
Is 2 inr 1 night
Bar Brands only
I.
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Baseball team impressive while winning five
by Jon Rununler
Staff Writer
The UMO baseball team traveled
South this past weekend to visit the
University of Southern Maine. Five
meetings in which the Black Bears beat
the Huskies and .thus came one step
closer in solidifying what looks to be the
teams spring lineup.
Over th.T. course of the three-day trip
which opened in Portland and conclud-
ed in Auburn, the Black Bears outscored
their opponents 51-13, outhit them 50-23
and easily out pitched them to capture
the five game sweep.
"We're progressing." said Coach John,
Wirrkin, Monday morning. "We've got
a lot to go. We're a pretty solid club. We
definetly have signs of good pitching
depth.
"The defense came around toward the
end of the series. It was particularly im-
portant for the new players. All of them
got a lot of good experience," he said.
The depth Winkin is pleased with
comes in the form of starters' John
Kowalski, Scott Morse, Mike Ballou,
Robert Colford and Steve Loubier,
reliever's Marc Powers, John Manning,
Rob Wilkins, Mark Plummer and Gary
Davis.
Kawalski started in the opener Friday
at the Deering Oaks field in Portland
and struck out eight over six innings.
Powers came in relief and. iKeSerYed the
11-4 victory.
In the two games played Sattirday at
the Oaks, Morse, who allowed only two
hits in five innings with nine strike outs,
and Manning combined for the 12-5 vic-
tory in the opener. Ballou, three hits in
five innings with 10 strikeouts, and
Wilkins, helped the Bears to the second
game 9,0.
On Sunday the Bears and Huskies
traveled to Auburn's Pettengill Park.
Loubier and Davis combined for a four
hitter to help in the 6-3 win. Colford,
Plununer and Powers worked for a two
hitter which gave the Bears a 3-1 vi
ctory.
In contrast to the previous week's vic-
tories over Husson College. the Bear'
s
batted for a combined average of. The
majority of the offense coming from the
team's nucleus from last season which
includes Billy Reynolds, Rick Bernardo.
Dan Kane, Bill McInnis, Rob Roy and
Mike Bordick.
Reynolds and Kane led the offensive
charge with four home runs each, with
Reynolds driving in 16 runs on a .471
average and Kane pounding in 10 runs
with four doubles and a .563 average.
McInnis also brandished his bat for a
pair of homers and a .375 average.
Bernardo and Roy, who came around
towards the end of the series hit .333 and
.313 respectively. Bordick played M on-
ly two games because of a flu and hit
.500.
Another individual Winkin feels adds
considerably to his nucleus is Gary
LaPierre, who hit _353 and more impor-
tantly used his speed to the Bears
IN 1960, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
It's been a long time. Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today." Today. the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a_ soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxyno1-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for ove:f 20 years.
' The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
Best of all:The-Sponge is safe. (You don't have to worry about hormonal
side effects ..1 And no other non-presiription vaginal contraceptive has been proven -
- more effective Ifs been -through seven yearS of extensive testing, and over 17
million Sponges have been sold.
Of court'. you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your kichl drug store and at selected Supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
—y 12-pack. . •
• And theToday Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're juSt -
wondering if The Sponge is right- for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. On California. 800-222-2329. -
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But.
best of all, you have another choice you never had before
Until Today
ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-BACK.
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"LaPierre really helps our speed of-
fensively." Winkin said. "He and
McInnis did some excellent base runn-
ing. Together they stole eight bases."
While the varsity team traaveled
around the state, a few players who
figure to be on the travelling squad
stayed home and joined many of the
freshman in a pair of games played Sun-
day at Nlahaney Diamond against
Husson College. -
The starting pitchers in both the
games, Jeff Plympton and Derek Aran.
bunt hurled strong games to lead Maine
to 7-5 and 5-1 triumphs. -
"The happiest thing on the day was
the pitchers threw strikes;' assistant
coach Bob Whelan said, "They kept the
ball around the plate."
Two other players who failed to make the
trip because of slight injuries were Dan
Etzwriler and Dave Gonyar. Gonyar had
a pair of hits as the designated hitter in
the second game.
Men's tennis
team loses
9-0 to UNH
by Wendy Chicon-le
Staff Writer
The LIMO men's tennis team
was beaten by a seasoned
University of New Hampshire
squad 9-0 in Orono on Friday.
' The Black Bears,; with only
three returning lettermen, fail-
ed to take a set from the
Wildcats. Maine is now 1-2 on
the season.
In top singles competition.
Steve Noble prevailed over
Maine's Mats Hansson 6-2, 6-4.
UNH's No. 2 player, Shawn
Hassett, managed to hold on
and take a tight, second set
tiebreaker to edge Jim Cotton
6-1, 7-6(7-3). -
Black Bear freshman jeff
Courtney was also beaten by
way of a tiebreaker, as he lost to
Dave Hall 6-3, 7-6(7-0) in the
third singles match of the day.
Captain Doug Aghoian, Shawn
Murphy and Stu Ross playing in
the fourth, fifth and sixth spots
all lost in straight sets.
In doubles action, New
Hampshire's top duo of Noble-
Hassett capitalized on unforced
errors to overcome a 4-0 first set
deficit and defeat Hansson-
Aghoian 7-5, 7-5. Likewise the
aggressive Wildcat combination
of Palumbo-Seibert disposed of
Cotton and Courtney 6-1, 61.
In the final doubles match.
Maine's freshman team of Mur-
phy and Bill Burns lost to
UNH's team of Hall and
McMahon 6-3, 6-2.
"The most important thing
or us now is not to get down
on ourselves," head coach
Ron Chicoine said. "We've got
to keep our emotional level high
and our attitude positive, as
we're a young team.
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